Identification of a microRNA regulator for axon guidance in the olfactory bulb of adult mice.
Semaphorin3A (sema3a), mainly localized in the olfactory neuron layer and periglomerular layer, is essential for the normal arrangement of axons in the olfactory bulb both in embryonic and adult mice functioning through its dynamic spatiotemporal expression. The regulators that can modulate the expression of sema3a by direct interaction, however, are unknown. In order to find the regulators of sema3a in the olfactory bulb, we focused on microRNAs, well-known post-transcriptional regulators. We found that axon guidance is the main molecular and biological process ongoing in the steady-state olfactory bulb of the adult mouse by screening the abundant microRNAs and exploring their functions in the olfactory bulb via our customized microRNA arrays, Gene Ontology and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes annotation. Furthermore, we traced the expression of three candidate regulators (miR-30c, miR-200b, and miR-429) and sema3a by the quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction and immunohistochemistry. The results showed that only miR-30c expression corresponded inversely with sema3a. Finally, miR-30c was verified to be a specific regulator of sema3a by dual luciferase reporter assay in vitro. Taken together, our results suggested that miR-30c is a potential regulator in axon-guidance by suppressing the expression of sema3a, which will give new insights in elucidating the mechanism of architectonic and functional maintenance of the olfactory bulb.